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Ted created this series of three lessons on “Chord Hearts” although he never explained in writing what he meant 
by the “heart” part of it.  We asked several of his students if they knew this terminology, and the replies were 
almost all the same: “He never discussed this concept with me, but I sure like that sound.”  Maybe it has 
something to do with a 3-note chord in the shape of a triangle (like a heart).  Or perhaps the notes being used 
contain the essence, or “heart,” of the chord stream that they create.  Ted sometimes marked his personal papers 
with a heart symbol to indicate that he loved that sound or idea, so that is another possibility – that he simply 
“loved” this chord sound.   
 
Whatever he meant, the concept and the technique is the main thing we want to get out of these lessons. A more 
logical title for these pages might have been something like, “3-Note Major Pentatonic Chord Streams on the 
Middle Strings.”  
 
To analyze what’s going on in these pages gives one a better understanding of the ideas he was trying to convey.  
Briefly, these lessons illustrate 3-note chord streams using a major pentatonic scale: 1, 3, 5, 6, 9. If you play all 
of these notes at once you get a major 6/9 chord.  So, chord hearts are basically a systematic way of breaking up 
and stretching out a major 6/9 chord (for example) over a series of chords. 
 
One student wrote: “Are ‘chord hearts’ streams? Ted seemed to distinguish the two in his sheets. It looks like 3-
note streams are often like 4-note chord systematic inversions with one of the four notes left out, the note left 
out being on whatever string was not played. But there are also 4-note streams that are just systematic inversions 
as far as I can see. Perhaps “streams” was Ted’s term for when a series of chords were played up and down a set 
of strings that drew from the notes of a 4-note chord.  Whereas, ‘chord hearts’ source a 5-note chord or scale, 
primarily the 6/9 = major pentatonic scale, but also the major 9 chord. So, I don’t know if it’s right in Ted’s 
terminology to call ‘chord hearts’ ‘streams.’ They both are a series of chords played up and down the neck 
which heard together present an extended sound. But streams seem to be about an extended 4-note sound and 
hearts seem to be about an extended 5-note sound.” 
 
In these three lessons we’re analyzing the tones in terms of the I major chord (since Ted labelled these pages as 
“Major Chord Hearts”), but one could also interpret them as the relative minor (vi) of the key, and this would 
thereby result in minor 7/11 chord hearts/streams.  Whichever way you analyze them, it is helpful to relate the 
soprano note to the root of the stream. And since many of these chords are rootless, it is good to visualize the 
“anchor root” or “visual root” (as Ted sometimes called them) that is located in the same general area of the 
chord form.  (Notice that Ted places the fret number parallel with the visual root.)  We’ve added chord names to 
each of the diagrams so you can see how they relate to the root of the stream, but ideally one would focus on the 
soprano note, as Ted suggests. 
 
Page 1 (or Type 1) starts with a major triad, voiced 3, 5, 1 (from the bottom up) and the “stream” is created by 
moving each note up to the next note of the major pentatonic scale, staying on the same string (just like in Ted’s 
“systematic inversions”).  This stream produces a major 6/9 chord sound. 
 
The first exercise simply goes up and down the scale. The other exercises utilize the same chord forms in 
different melodic sequences that forces the player to make jumps on the fingerboard and to think non-linear. 
 
Page 2 (Type 2) is structured with the soprano note being a 5th or 6th above the two lower tones.  And those 
notes are either a 2nd or a 3rd apart from each other.  Again, the major pentatonic is the scale being used, and 
the result is also a major 6/9 chord sound. Because of the structure of Type 2, all of the chords are either major 
6, add 9 chords (/9), or major 6/9 chords.  
 
Page 2 (Type 3) begins with a major 6 chord, and the scale used is a modified pentatonic scale:  1, 2, 3, 5, 7.  
This page is in Db, so the notes used for the soprano are:  Db, Eb, F, Ab, C.  The two lower notes of the triads 
sometimes use a Bb (the 6th) to replace Ab (the 5th) or C (the 7th).  The stream produces a major 13 chord 
sound.   


















